PacsAnalyzer setup
DO NOT POWER CYCLE PLC UNLESS THERE IS A KNOWN GOOD HEALTHY BATTERY INSTALLED.
IF THE PLC CAN BE PUT INTO STOP MODE, PUT PLC IN STOP MODE BEFORE PROCEEDING.
IF THE PLC CANNOT BE STOPPED, YOU CAN STILL PROCEED TO USE THIS TOOL.

1. a. Enter in the direct IP address of the Ethernet Interface module.
For PACSystems, if redundant IP is enabled, do not enter in the redundant IP address.
b. Select Ethernet for Connection type (serial is also supported (select Setup to configure PC
com port settings))
c. Define output file pathname. Create a unique name for the PLC that is applicable to your
system. For example, plant1_PLC10.

2. Ensure all options are checked exactly as shown.

3. If additional Ethernet modules are installed on the same rack system, select “Add IP
addresses” and enter in the direct IP addresses of these modules.
For example, RX3i system consists of multiple ETM modules or RX7i system consists of ETM
modules in addition to the CPU Ethernet. Enter direct IP of the additional Ethernet modules.
For S90-30, enter in IP of the additional CMM321 modules.
For S90-70, enter in IP of the additional CMM742 modules.

When the analysis is complete go back into this menu and select “Reset”.
4. Select “Get Data” to begin data collection.

5. View the Status log to confirm completion.

Example generated output file should appear:

6. Scroll down the log and confirm Ethernet data has been collected.

If the Ethernet data reports no results (such as below), select “Get data” again to execute the
tool.

If the data report is still empty after multiple attempts, connect serially to the Station
manager port on the Ethernet interface and collect data using the stand alone Station
Manager tool found here:

Stand-Alone Station Manager Utility, Ethernet or Serial
http://support.ge-ip.com/support/index?page=kbchannel&id=2330102076a9518e012a898f981e007d70

7. When data collection is complete, synchronize the PLC clock to the host PC workstation by
selecting “Set PLC Clock”

